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Testimonials
From UW Aviation Students

Ashley Gellatly
4th Year Geography and Aviation Student

“This program made studying for the INRAT so easy. I was
overwhelmed with the material at first but progressing through the
program really made it easy to not worry about the material that isn't
as important and focus on what is important. Dean and Jason are
incredibly helpful, and they put their hearts into being the best
instructors they can be. I'm so glad I heard of this program, and
highly recommend it to anyone studying for the INRAT!”

Garett Maddick
4th Year Geography and Aviation Student

 

“I can't say enough great things about INRAT exam prep! Thanks to Dean
and Jason I was able to breeze through my INRAT with more than just a
passing mark. This course is very well organized as it goes over all of the

key study areas for the INRAT, but also provides examples and tips to how
these concepts can be applied to your actual IFR training which I found

very beneficial. A major aspect that sets apart this course from the rest is
its interactiveness. They are very flexible and really do care about making
sure you succeed. By far the best customer experience I have ever had.”



Melanie Heins
4th Year Science and Aviation Student

 

“I absolutely loved the INRAT Exam Prep program. I think it was helpful
that the program started with basic concepts and worked its way into

detail so you truly understood the theories and did not miss any steps
along the way. The quizzes reflected similar questions that were on the TC
exams and I think it truly prepared me for my INRAT exam. I personally am

someone who generally does not do well on TC exams, however the
INRAT was the first exam that I felt ready for and it's all thanks to this

course. I should also mention Dean and Jason are super knowledgeable
and do an amazing job at addressing any questions or confusions that you

may have. They put so much effort into this course by making sure that
you are confident and ready to write your exam and will even schedule
zoom conference calls to go over important concepts with you before

your exam. I will also say that I wrote my ATPL exams soon after taking the
course (after writing my INRAT) and this program even helped with some

of the concepts on the SAMRA/SARON! 10/10 would recommend!!!”

Blake Puzon
4th Year Science and Aviation Student

“Just wanted to leave a huge shoutout to Jason and Dean for this
amazing course! The content is really well organized, breaking
concepts down into useful examples and practice questions. The
discussions board feature is also fantastic, and I had my questions
answered promptly. I really can’t recommend this course enough!”


